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Sponsors and Contributors

**Benefactors and Major Supporters**

- Hearst Connecticut Media Group 2
- The Boston Globe 12
- Northeastern University 16
- Boston University 20
- WBUR-Boston 22
- Barr Foundation

**Freedom Circle**

- The Academy of New England Journalists 10

**Other Supporters and Contributors**

- ABC News 6
Boys & Girls Clubs and sexual abuse
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6 months
30 states
100 Freedom of Information Act requests
1,600 documents
3,000 hours
250 victims

CTInsider.com/at-risk
Dear NEFAI 2019 Fellow,

Congratulations on being selected to attend this year’s New England First Amendment Institute. Since 2011, we have provided this exclusive annual three-day investigative journalism training to more than 200 of the best and brightest journalists in the region.

You are in very good company.

Previous Fellows have taken what they’ve learned at NEFAI and helped their newsrooms break compelling investigatory news stories.

Consider these words from Brad Kane, editor at the Worcester Business Journal, about how his newsroom benefited from reporter Grant Welker’s fellowship last year:

“WBJ’s content has remarkably improved since Mr. Welker attended the NEFAC session . . . I see it every day as our entire editorial department — led by Grant — has a far better understanding of what public documents are available and where to find them.”

Welker will speak on Day Two about his projects, including a report on the use of tax breaks and a localized look at national prescription opioid data. He’ll be on our Former Fellows panel with Brian Amaral of The Providence Journal (NEFAI 2018) and Zeninjor Enwemeka of WBUR-Boston (NEFAI 2016).

In all, 34 elite reporters, editors, media attorneys and FOI experts volunteered their time this year to help you write your own success stories.

For the next three days we will be working together to become stronger and more aggressive watchdogs. We will hear each other’s experiences, our successes and failures, and take the lessons we learn back to our newsrooms to share with colleagues. We will fight relentlessly for information and report stories the public needs to know. We will inform our communities in new and compelling ways. We will remind our readers, viewers and listeners why watchdog journalism is needed now more than ever.

Congrats again on being selected as a 2019 New England First Amendment Institute Fellow. Please let me know if there is anything we can do to help you accomplish your goals during the next three days. I wish you a very productive Institute.

Sincerely,

Justin Silverman
Executive Director
**WHAT IS NEFAI?**
The New England First Amendment Institute is an intensive training course for working journalists on freedom of information laws and investigative techniques now in its ninth year. By bringing together highly acclaimed media lawyers and award-winning journalists, we offer our 25 Fellows a rich and collegial training program to help them improve their watchdog journalism.

**WHY IS IT NEEDED?**
We believe that the media — newspapers, television, radio and online journalism — are part of the fabric of our culture in important ways. However, media hampered by fewer investigative resources to tackle the real needs of our society — education, health care, economic development, affordable housing and public safety, among others — will not be effective in connecting people to civic life or serving as a vehicle for social betterment. Particularly suffering from the economic forces of our times are smaller media outlets, where the economic downturn has significantly reduced staffing and eliminated training budgets. Enter the New England First Amendment Institute, a non-profit educational endeavor created to offer a rigorous, intensive and tuition-free training course that media organizations desperately need for their staffs but cannot provide and do not have the manpower to organize.

**ABOUT OUR HOST**
Northeastern University is generously providing a home for NEFAI 2019. For more than 40 years, the university's School of Journalism has combined academic excellence with practical experience, preparing students to be analytical thinkers and successful communicators. The New England First Amendment Coalition is extremely grateful for Northeastern's assistance and contributions to the Institute. We encourage you to learn more about the university by visiting www.northeastern.edu.

**SOCIAL MEDIA**
While at the Institute, please share what you learn via Twitter and other social media using the following hashtag: #NEFAI2019
Please also become a NEFAC member at nefac.org/join and connect with our coalition in the following ways:

- @Five Freedoms
- www.tinyurl.com/nefaclinkedin
- www.facebook.com/nefac.org

---

**James W. Foley Scholarship**

The New England First Amendment Coalition established the James W. Foley Scholarship in February 2015 to honor the slain journalist and New Hampshire native. A seasoned war correspondent for Boston-based GlobalPost, James Foley committed himself to the truth and, in his words, "exposing untold stories." While working in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya and Syria, Foley reported on the lives of those disadvantaged and suffering. His barbaric death in 2014 reminded the nation of the dangers of his craft and the threats against freedom of information.

According to the James W. Foley Foundation:

James W. Foley envisioned a world that respects the dignity and life of each person, regardless of socioeconomic status, cultural background or nationality. His life demonstrated an uncompromising commitment to the freedom of the press and to advocacy for basic human rights.

In honor of Foley, NEFAC’s James W. Foley Scholarship provides funding for one Fellow to attend the Institute without travel or lodging expenses. To learn more about Foley and the organization his family founded in his name, please visit www.jamesfoleyfoundation.org.

**Scholarship Recipients**

**2019** | Haven Orecchio-Egresitz, Berkshire Eagle (Mass.)
**2018** | Joe Glauber, WMTW-Portland (Maine)
**2017** | Caitlin Andrews, Concord Monitor (N.H.)
**2016** | Katie Jickling, Herald of Randolph (Vt.)
**2015** | Nate Holst, WMTW-Portland (Maine)
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
360 Huntington Avenue, Boston
Unless otherwise noted in the schedule, all New England First Amendment Institute sessions will occur at the Cabral Center (27), the Curry Student Center (50) and the Egan Engineering and Science Research Center (60). Parking will be provided on Sept. 22 and Sept. 24 at the Gainsborough Garage (45) and Renaissance Garage (62).

MAGGIANO’S LITTLE ITALY
4 Columbus Avenue, Boston

LINCOLN TAVERN & RESTAURANT
425 West Broadway, South Boston

DOUBLETREE BY HILTON
240 Mt. Vernon Street, Boston

NEFAC thanks ABC News for its continued support of New England journalism.
DAY ONE
The Value of Transparency

2:00  Registration [Cabral Center]

2:45 - 4:00  Keynote Address [Cabral Center]
Casey Frank | Miami Herald

Introduction: Thomas Fiedler | Boston University (formerly)

4:00 - 4:15  Break

4:15 - 6:00  Panel: Tales from the Trenches [Cabral Center]
Panelists will share their practical experience in investigative work through painstaking interviewing and use of freedom of information laws to unearth corruption and bring truth to light.

Jennifer Levitz | The Wall Street Journal
Wesley Lowery | The Washington Post
Lisa Yanick Litwiller | Hearst Connecticut Media Group

Moderator: Thomas Fiedler | Boston University (formerly)

7:30  Dinner [Off-Site — Maggiano’s Little Italy]
Dinner will be served at Maggiano’s Little Italy, 4 Columbus Avenue in Boston. A shuttle will be provided from the institute hotel to the restaurant at 6:45 p.m. and from the restaurant back to the hotel at 9:30 p.m.

Shuttle Available
Hotel->Institute 7:15 a.m.
Institute->Restaurant 4:45 p.m.
Restaurant->Hotel 8:30 p.m.

Schedule — September 23
DAY TWO
How Do We Harness FOI Laws and Public Data to Further Investigations?

8:15 - 8:30  Announcements [Curry Student Center - Room 440]

8:30 - 9:30  Pitfalls in Accessing Documents Through FOI Requests and How to Respond [Curry Student Center - Room 440]

Judy Meyer | The Sun Journal
Jenifer McKim | New England Center for Investigative Reporting
Tim White | WPRI-Providence

Moderator: Michael Donoghue | Vermont Press Association

9:30 - 9:45  Break
9:45 - 11:15  **Web Scraping**  [Curry Student Center - Room 440]

Maggie Mulvihill | Boston University

11:15 - 11:30  **Break**

11:30 - 1:15  **Break-Out Sessions A**

*The specifics of each state’s public records and open meeting laws will be discussed and hands-on cases will be reviewed in break-out sessions with knowledgeable attorneys and journalists from each state.*

**Connecticut**  [Curry Student Center - Room 348]
Mike Savino | WFSB-Hartford
Mary Schwind | Connecticut Freedom of Information Commission

**Maine**  [Curry Student Center - Room 335]
Judy Meyer | The Sun Journal
Sigmund Schutz | Preti Flaherty

**Massachusetts**  [Curry Student Center - Room 346]
Peter J. Caruso, Sr. | Caruso and Caruso, LLP
Laura Crimaldi | The Boston Globe

**New Hampshire**  [Curry Student Center - Room 336]
Caitlin Andrews | Bangor Daily News (formerly of Concord Monitor)
Gilles Bissonnette | ACLU of New Hampshire

**Rhode Island**  [Curry Student Center - Room 340]
Raymond A. Marcaccio | Oliverio & Marcaccio, LLP
Amanda Milkovits | The Providence Journal

**Vermont**  [Curry Student Center - Room 440]
Michael Donoghue | Vermont Press Association
Lia Ernst | American Civil Liberties Union of Vermont

12:15  Lunch  [Served in Curry Student Center - Room 440]

1:15 - 1:30  **Break**

1:30 - 3:00  **Tips for Staying Out of Legal Trouble: Common Issues in Defamation and Invasion of Privacy**  [Curry Student Center - Room 440]

Robert Bertsche | Prince Lobel Tye
Gregory V. Sullivan | Malloy & Sullivan

3:00 - 3:15  **Break**

3:15 - 4:15  **Former Fellows Panel**  [Curry Student Center - Room 440]

Brian Amaral | The Providence Journal
Zeniinjor Enwemeka | WBUR-Boston
Grant Welker | Worcester Business Journal

Moderator: Michael Donoghue | Vermont Press Association
Schedule — September 23-24

5:15 - 8:30 (or later) Dinner and Presentation [Off-Site – Lincoln Tavern & Restaurant]
Dinner will be served at Lincoln Tavern & Restaurant, 425 W. Broadway in South Boston. Shuttles will be provided for those who need transportation from the Institute to the restaurant. A shuttle will also be provided from the restaurant to the Institute hotel at 8:30 p.m. though you are welcome to stay later.

5:45 - 6:45 Featured Speaker
Scott Higham | The Washington Post

6:15 Dinner

DAY THREE
Digging Deeply and Listening Carefully

8:15 - 8:30 Announcements [Egan Research Center – Room 440]

8:30 - 10:00 Panel: Effective Sourcing [Egan Research Center – Room 440]

*When your FOI request languishes your reporting continues. Developing sources, relationships, knowing how to evaluate what you get.*

Cindy Galli | ABC News
Tara O’Neill | Hearst Connecticut Media Group
Phillip Martin | WGBH-Boston

Moderator: Michael Donoghue | Vermont Press Association

10:00 - 10:15 Break

10:15 - 12:15 Break-Out Sessions B
*Using database technology to analyze publicly available or FOI-request-won data to understand societal, financial, and economic trends is an important tool for the seasoned reporter.*

Basic Database Analysis [Egan Research Center – Room 206]
Brooke Williams | Boston University

Advanced Database Analysis [Egan Research Center – Room 306]
Matt Kauffman | Hartford Courant

12:15 - 1:45 Lunch [Egan Research Center – Room 440]

12:45 Featured Speaker
Maria Hiassen

1:45 - 2:30 Photo/Break

2:30 - 3:30 Break-Out Sessions C

The Confrontational Interview & Transition to Audio or Video [Egan Research Center – Room 206]
Mike Beaudet | WCVB-Boston, Northeastern University

Writing Workshop and Narrative Flow [Egan Research Center – Room 306]
Jeff Howe | Northeastern University

3:30 - 3:45 Concluding Remarks [Egan Research Center – Room 440]
The Academy of New England Journalists is a proud sponsor of The New England First Amendment Institute. Congratulations to the 2019 First Amendment Institute fellows, who are among the very best and brightest journalists in our six-state region.

The first-class training provided at the Institute is an investment in New England’s newsrooms. There has never been a more critical time for journalists to dig deep in order to keep those in power honest and accountable to the voters and taxpayers. That’s what organizations like NEFAC and the Academy are all about.

George Geers, Chairman  
Academy of New England Journalists

Founded in 1960, the Academy of New England Journalists honors -- with the Yankee Quill Award -- those journalists from the region who have made extraordinary contributions to a free press and the welfare of their communities. Each year the Academy's Selection Committee, which is comprised of past Quill winners and representatives of New England journalism organizations, select recipients of the award.

The Yankee Quill is the highest honor bestowed on journalists in our region, recognizing the lifetime achievement of those who have had a broad influence for good, both inside and outside the newsroom.
CASEY FRANK
The Miami Herald

cfrank@miamiherald.com
caseyfrank1

Since joining The Post in 2000, Scott Higham has examined the deaths of foster children, waste and fraud in Homeland Security contracts, the treatment of detainees at Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib prisons, and conflicts of interest on Capitol Hill. He has also investigated the offshore banking industry; allegations of misconduct against Bill Cosby, Brian Williams and Roger Ailes; and fraudulent and wasteful spending in Iraq and Afghanistan by a Washington-based nonprofit. In addition, he examined fatal police shootings and the civil consequences for families and municipalities, the hunt for missing Malaysian Airlines Flight 370, Marco Rubio and his family connection to a cocaine kingpin, the rise of the Islamic State and its use of U.S. social media, and the murder of Chandra Levy, among many other projects. He is currently one of the lead reporters on an investigation into the drug industry and the distribution of opioid pills.

MARIA HIAASEN
Educator, Former Journalist

mmhiaasen@gmail.com

Maria Hiaasen, widow of Capital Gazette shooting victim Rob Hiaasen, earned a bachelor of arts in journalism from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1982. There, she directed the news staff at the university's student radio station while working part-time on the news staff at WQDR-FM in Raleigh, N.C. She contributed to “Our Forgotten Warriors,” WQDR’s 1981 George Foster Peabody Award winning series on Vietnam veterans. She joined the Palm Beach Post in the late 1980s. There, she worked as a police and general assignment reporter in the paper’s south county bureau. A former freelancer for the Baltimore Sun, she taught English for 16 years, most recently at Dulaney High School in Timonium, which selected her as the school’s nominee for teacher of the year in 2016. For eight years, she led Dulaney’s student newspaper, The Griffin, a Columbia Student Press Association Gold Medal winner. In 2017, she was recognized as a teacher mentor by the University of Maryland’s Philip Merrill Presidential Scholars Program.
The value of journalism isn’t measured in dollars; it’s measured in change.

Globe.com/Subscribe
Mike Beaudet is a journalism professor at Northeastern University in Boston and an investigative reporter at WCVB-TV, Boston’s ABC affiliate. He’s worked in local television news for more than 25 years. Beaudet started his career in radio covering politics at the Massachusetts State House and also made stops at television stations in Bangor, Maine, and Manchester, N.H. Before joining WCVB-TV he was an investigative reporter and anchor at WFXT-TV FOX25 in Boston. Beaudet has won numerous awards, including 18 New England Emmys. His most recent two Emmys came in 2019 following a series of investigations exposing government ineptitude and dysfunction. One of those reports about questionable lawmaker travel was produced with Northeastern students in his investigative reporting seminar. Beaudet’s reporting has also been recognized repeatedly by the Associated Press and the Radio Television Digital News Association. Beaudet’s research at Northeastern focuses on the future of local television news and finding new ways to grow the audience and engage younger viewers both on-air and online.

Gilles Bissonnette has been with the ACLU of New Hampshire since 2013. While at the ACLU-NH, Bissonnette has testified before the New Hampshire legislature on more than 100 bills impacting civil liberties. He has also achieved significant litigation victories.

Peter J. Caruso, Sr., has represented the media in some of the most high-profile court cases in Massachusetts history since 1977. Caruso has represented print professionals in a vast spectrum of media litigation, including defamation, media and Internet law, newspaper access, advertising acceptance, news report-
Michael Donoghue is an award-winning news and sports writer. He worked for more than 40 years at the Burlington Free Press and now is a freelancer. He was selected as the 2013 New England Journalist of the Year by the New England Society of News Editors and in 2015 received the Matthew Lyon First Amendment Award. Donoghue served as an adjunct professor and adviser for three decades after being recruited by the Journalism Department at St. Michael's College, Colchester, Vt. Donoghue has served as an officer, including executive director, with the Vermont Press Association since 1979. He is a former board member for the New England Press Association and has served continuously as state chairman of Project Sunshine in Vermont since it was started by the Society of Professional Journalists in 1990. Donoghue is often credited as being a driving force behind the improvement to Vermont's open government (public records and meetings) legislation. He has made his own successful legal arguments to judges about both keeping courtrooms open and not sealing court documents. Donoghue and the Free Press have been honored for his work on a local, state, regional and national level. Donoghue was selected in 2007 as the winner of the Yankee Quill Award, the top lifetime honor for print and electronic journalism in New England. He has been inducted into five Halls of Fame, including as a charter member for the New England Press Association’s Hall of Fame and as a charter member for the Society of Professional Journalists/National Freedom of Information Coalition Hall of Fame. The New England First Amendment Coalition’s annual Freedom of Information Award is named after Donoghue. He currently serves as first vice president of the coalition.

Laura Crimaldi joined the staff at The Boston Globe in 2014 after working as a business and news producer for Boston.com. A graduate of Smith College, Crimaldi has been covering news in New England since 2001. In 2009, she was a finalist for the Livingston Award for journalists under age 35. The same year, she was awarded the Sevellon Brown award from the New England Associated Press News Executives Association for her coverage of the foreclosure crisis. Crimaldi is a former member of the Board of Directors for the New England First Amendment Coalition.
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campaign highlighted by his reporting on Gary Hart’s campaign-kill- ing affair with a Miami model. And in 1992 he shared a Pulitzer Prize for his reporting on a religious cult-turned-criminal enterprise. The newspaper won three additional Pulitzer Prizes during his time as executive editor. After leaving Miami he was awarded a Goldsmith Fellowship and an appointment as a visiting lecturer at Harvard’s Kennedy School. Fiedler earned an engineering degree at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy in 1968, served as an officer in the merchant marine and the Naval Reserve, and in 1971 received a master’s degree in journalism at Boston University. In addition to serving on the board of the New England First Amendment Coalition, he is president of the board of directors for The Conversation, a website where journalists and academics collaborate on a daily newsletter.

**CINDY GALLI**

*ABC News*

Cynthia.K.Galli@abc.com  
@mustangalli

Cindy Galli is Chief of Investigative Projects for ABC News in New York. She oversees a team of award-winning network correspondents and producers specializing in investigations ranging from government fraud and waste to corporate corruption and consumer issues. Galli also heads up collaborative investigative projects between ABC News and network affiliates around the country. She serves on the board of directors for Investigative Reporters and Editors (IRE), where she has been a member since 1994. A longtime consumer investigative reporter, her work has garnered regional and national awards over 25 years of reporting. Galli got her start with ABC’s San Francisco station, KGO-TV, before joining the investigative team at “Inside Edition” in New York and later moving to ABC News in 2011.

**JEFF HOWE**

*Northeastern University*

j.howe@northeastern.edu  
@crowdsourcing

Jeff Howe is an assistant professor at Northeastern University. A longtime contributing editor at Wired magazine, he coined the term crowdsourcing in a 2006 article for that magazine. In 2008 he published a book with Random House that looked more deeply at the phenomenon of massive online collaboration. Called Crowdsourcing: How the Power of the Crowd is Driving the Future of Business, it has been translated into 10 languages. He was a Neiman Fellow at Harvard University during the 2009-2010 academic year. He has written for the Washington Post, Newyorker.com, The New York Times, Time, Newsweek, and many other publications.

**MATT KAUFFMAN**

*The Hartford Courant (formerly)*

mwkauffman@gmail.com  
@MatthewKauffman

Matthew Kauffman recently retired from The Hartford Courant after a 32-year career. Assigned to the paper’s investigative desk, he worked on longer-term projects, specialized in computer-assisted reporting and served as an adviser to the Courant’s reporting staff on freedom of information issues. In 2007, Kauffman was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in Investigative Reporting for a series he co-authored on mentally ill troops sent to war. He has also received the Polk Award, the Selden Ring Award, the Worth Bingham Prize, the Stephen A. Collins Memorial Freedom of Information Award, and was named a “Master Reporter” by the New England Society of Newspaper Editors. Kauffman also teaches data journalism at Central Connecticut State University and serves on the board of a number of journalism organizations.

**JENNIFER LEVITZ**

*The Wall Street Journal*

jennifer.levitz@wsj.com  
@jenniferlevitz

Jennifer Levitz is a Boston-based reporter for the The Wall Street Journal and is co-writing a book on the college-admissions scandal. She and teammates were finalists for the 2015 public service Pulitzer Prize for a series highlighting the cancer-spreading risk of a common medical procedure. An alum of the Providence Journal, she is from Maryland’s Eastern Shore and is trying to visit every National Park.

**WESLEY LOWERY**

*The Washington Post*

wesley.lowery@washpost.com  
@WesleyLowery

Wesley Lowery is a national reporter who covers law enforcement, justice, race and politics. He previously covered Congress and national politics. Prior to joining The Washington Post in February 2014, he worked as a breaking news and local politics reporter for The Boston Globe and has also reported for the Los Angeles Times and The Wall Street Journal. In 2014, he was named the National Association of Black Journalists’ “Emerging Journalist of the Year.”

**RAYMOND MARCACCIO**

*Oliverio & Marcaccio, LLP*

ram@om-rilaw.com

Raymond A. Marcaccio is the co-founder of Oliverio & Marcaccio LLP. Marcaccio enjoys a varied practice in trial and appellate advocacy, as well as conducting sensitive internal investigations concerning misconduct, discrimination and sexual harassment. He has been representing the news media for over 20 years in all facets of media law, including pre-publication review, access to public records and meetings, and defending against defamation claims. Marcaccio is a recipient of the Public Justice Achievement Award from the Trial Lawyers for Public Justice. This national award is given out annually to lawyers who have made a significant contribution in the field of civil rights. He was appointed by the governor to serve on the Commission on Judicial Tenure and Discipline, which oversees the conduct of all members of the judicial branch for the State of Rhode Island.
Northeastern University is proud to support the New England First Amendment Coalition. We believe in your mission to advance the understanding of free speech, transparency, and public access to government.
**PHILLIP MARTIN**
WGBH-Boston
philip_martin@wgbh.org
@philipWGBH

Phillip Martin, Senior Investigative Reporter for WGBH’s New England Center for Investigative Reporting, is a multi-award winning journalist. Honors include the 2019 National Edward R. Murrow Award for Investigative Reporting, the National Society of Professional Journalists 2017 Sigma Delta Chi award for Best Investigative Reporting and the 2014 national Edward R. Murrow Award for Best Investigative Reporting. He is also the recipient of the 2013 New York Festivals Gold Award and the 2013 United Nations UNDPI Gold Award. Martin was part of a team of reporters that was honored in 2002 with a George Foster Peabody Award to NPR for coverage of the September 11th terrorist attacks on the United States. He has received numerous other journalism and civic engagement honors over the course of his career including AP, NABJ, regional Edward R. Murrow, AAJA, Rueban Salazar, Gabriel, Prized Pieces, PRNDI, Harry Chapin and Clarion awards. WGBH also awarded Martin one of his highest honors, the Margret and Hans Rey Producer of the Year Award (2011-2012). Martin was a Nieman Fellow at Harvard University and most recently a Pulitzer-Center grantee (2018). He has also received fellowships from the International Center for Journalists (ICFJ), the U.S. Japan Media Foundation, the German Marshall Fund, the Schuster Institute for Investigative Journalism and the Poynter Institute. He is the recipient of two major Ford Foundation grants and reporting grants from the Fund for Investigative Journalism and the Paul Robeson Fund. Martin earned a master’s degree in law and diplomacy from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University and studied international protection of human rights law at Harvard Law School as well as journalism at the University of California at Berkeley in the Program for Minority Journalists. Martin hosted the highly praised podcast, Heat and Light, produced by The Conversation about key events that shaped the year 1968. He worked as a supervising senior editor for NPR from 2003 to 2006 and was NPR’s first national race-relations correspondent from 1998 to 2001. He was executive producer for Lifted Veils Productions, a nonprofit public radio journalism project that he developed “dedicated to exploring issues that divide and unite society”.

**JUDY MEYER**
Sun Journal
jmeyer@sunjournal.com

Judith Meyer is executive editor of the Sun Journal, Kennebec Journal, the Morning Sentinel and seven weekly newspapers owned by the Sun Media Group. She serves as vice president of the Maine Freedom of Information Coalition and is a member of the Right to Know Advisory Committee to the Legislature. A journalist since 1990 and former editorial page editor for the Sun Journal, she was named Maine’s Journalist of the Year in 2003. She serves on the New England Newspaper & Press Association Board of Directors and was the 2018 recipient of the Judith Vance Weld Brown Spirit of Journalism Award. A fellow of the National Press Foundation and the Knight Center for Specialized Journalism, she attended George Washington University, lives in Auburn with her husband, Phil, and is an active member of the Bicycle Coalition of Maine.

**JENIFER McKIM**
New England Center for Investigative Reporting
jenifer.mckim@necir.org
@jbmckim

Jenifer McKim is a senior reporter with the New England Center for Investigative Reporting at WGBH News and a clinical instructor of investigative journalism at Boston University. She specializes in social justice issues including criminal justice, child welfare and consumer debt. She has won numerous awards, including the national Edward R. Murrow Award, a Casey Medal for Meritorious Journalism, and the Freedom of Information Award from the New England First Amendment Coalition. She was a finalist for the 2005 Pulitzer Prize in Public Service. McKim was a 2004–2005 fellow at the Nieman Foundation for Journalism at Harvard University.

**AMANDA MILKOVITS**
The Boston Globe
amanda.milkovits@globe.com
@AmandaMilkovits

Amanda Milkovits is a reporter at The Boston Globe. She previously worked at the Providence Journal, where she covered crime and justice stories since 2000. She has won recognition and awards for articles about high-profile issues including sex trafficking, gang slayings and the impact of gun violence. She is accustomed to battling police agencies over public records, including The Journal’s attempt to obtain records of the state police investigation of the governor’s son’s underage drinking party. Milkovits holds a bachelor’s degree in journalism from Keene State College and a master’s degree in writing from Rivier University in New Hampshire. Milkovits has been a fellow at the Journalist Law School at Loyola Law School in Los Angeles, the University of North Carolina School of Media and Journalism’s “Reporting Sex Trafficking” and the New England First Amendment Institute.

**MAGGIE MULVIHILL**
Boston University
mmulvih@bu.edu
@maggiemulvihill

Maggie Mulvihill is a veteran investigative and data journalist, journalism educator, news entrepreneur and impassioned defender of our right to know. Her data journalism students have been honored with 10 regional or national journalism awards since 2011 as well as being named finalists for the prestigious Livingston Award for Young Journalists. An attorney, Maggie is also a Faculty Affiliate at the Rafik B. Hariri Institute for Computing and Computational Science & Engineering and co-founder of the New England Center for Investigative Reporting. In 2014, Maggie founded BU’s summer workshops, Data + Narrative: Data-Driven Storytelling. She serves on the Steering Committee of the Reporter’s Committee for Freedom of the Press, the board of the New England First Amendment Coalition, was a 2004–2005 fellow at the Nieman Foundation for Journalism at Harvard University.
Journalism at Harvard University and was a 2014-2016 member of the Federal Freedom of Information Act Advisory Committee.

**TARA O’NEILL**  
Hearst Conn. Media Group  
[tonell@hearstmediact.com](mailto:tonell@hearstmediact.com)  
@Tara_ONeill

Tara O’Neill graduated from Quinnipiac University in 2016 with a Bachelor of Arts in print journalism and a double minor in history and sociology. Shortly after graduation, she began to freelance for the business section of the Connecticut Post based in Bridgeport, Conn. For about six months she worked on stories about businesses opening in the greater Bridgeport area before applying for the position of night breaking news reporter for Hearst Connecticut Media Group. Since April 2017, O’Neill has been covering breaking news for Hearst’s Connecticut-based papers while working in the Connecticut Post’s Bridgeport newsroom. She also works on in-depth reporting focused on the Bridgeport Police Department and all its recent controversies and scandals. As time allows, she works with local police departments on a cold case series for the Post that focuses on unsolved homicides in the greater Bridgeport area.

**MIKE SAVINO**  
WFSB-Hartford  
[msavino@wfsb.com](mailto:msavino@wfsb.com)  
@Reporter_Savino

Mike Savino is a reporter for Channel 3 Eyewitness News in Connecticut, joining the station and its I-Team in May. Prior to that, he covered local and state politics and state and federal courts for the Record-Journal in Meriden, the Journal Inquirer in Manchester and the Chronicle in Willimantic. Savino is also president of the Connecticut Council on Freedom of Information, the top lobbying organization for open government and transparency in that state. He is also a past president of the Connecticut chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists, and is currently on the SPJ’s national FOI Committee.

**SIGMUND SCHUTZ**  
PretiFlaherty  
[SsSchutz@preti.com](mailto:SsSchutz@preti.com)

Sigmund D. Schutz represents the news media in First Amendment matters, defamation and privacy, state and federal freedom of information, newsgathering and cyber law. As a partner at PretiFlaherty, LLP and media law counsel for the Portland Press Herald/Maine Sunday Telegram for nearly 20 years, Schutz has served as counsel in many precedent setting public access cases in Maine. These have included access to transcripts of 911 calls, the right to attend jury selection in criminal cases in Maine state court, access to “draft” settlement agreements to which the State of Maine is a party, access to dash cam police cruiser video, and access to records of closed law enforcement investigations. Schutz writes the Maine chapters in the Media Law Resource Center’s 50-state guide to media libel law and privacy law and the Maine Chapter in the Open Government Guide published by the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press.

**MARY SCHWIND**  
Connecticut FOI Commission  
[mary.schwind@ct.gov](mailto:mary.schwind@ct.gov)

Mary E. Schwind is Managing Director and Associate General Counsel at the Connecticut Freedom of Information Commission, an independent public agency that enforces the provisions of Connecticut’s Freedom of Information Act. She began working at the Commission in 1997. In her role as managing director, she oversees the adjudication of hundreds of formal complaints per year. Previously, Schwind worked at both the Massachusetts State Ethics Commission and the Office of the Massachusetts Secretary of State, Public Records Division. Schwind is a graduate of Fordham University and Suffolk University Law School and is admitted to the bars of Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, and the District of Columbia.

**GREGORY V. SULLIVAN**  
Malloy & Sullivan  
[g.sullivan@mslpc.net](mailto:g.sullivan@mslpc.net)

Gregory V. Sullivan has served as general counsel for the Union Leader Corporation for the past 40 years. He also currently serves on the New Hampshire Supreme Court’s Committee on the Judiciary and the Media, as well as the Committee for Public Access to Courts, and is president of the Hingham, Mass.-based media law firm, Malloy & Sullivan. Sullivan has argued before the New Hampshire Supreme Court in several landmark First Amendment and public access cases. He has appeared with media and First Amendment experts on a special media segment for WSBE, Rhode Island’s PBS station. He is also an instructor at the Nackey S. Loeb School of Communications in Manchester, N.H., and a faculty member of Suffolk University Law School in Boston, where he teaches First Amendment and media law.

**GRANT WELKER**  
Worcester Business Journal  
[gwelker@wbjournal.com](mailto:gwelker@wbjournal.com)  
@GrantSWelker

Grant Welker has been the news editor at the Worcester Business Journal since 2017, helping to cover economic development, higher education, health care and other industries in Central Massachusetts. This year, he received a first-place investigative reporting award from the Alliance of Area Business Publishers for a six-part series that revealed how Central Massachusetts lagged in having women in positions of power in business, and shared a first-place award for the Journal’s reporting on a planned move to Worcester for the Pawtucket Red Sox, which included scrutiny of the public-financing economics behind the deal. Welker also received a first-place investigative reporting award from the AABP last year, and a master reporter award this spring by the New England Society of Newspaper Editors. Welker was previously a reporter at the Lowell Sun, including as Lowell
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City Hall reporter. While there, his reporting received two first places awards from the New England Newspaper & Press Association for business and economic reporting; second place awards for racial and ethnic reporting, personality profile and courts and crime reporting; and a third place award for obituary reporting. While at the Sun, Welker co-wrote a book about the Market Basket customer and employee uprising in 2014, which was named general business book of the year by 800-CEO-READ, a top business book of the year by Forbes, and a starred review by Publishers Weekly. Welker’s career started as a reporter at The Herald News in Fall River, where he was named a GateHouse reporter of the year, and received NENPA awards for first place for transportation reporting, second place for social issues, second place for government reporting, third place for general news, first place for business and economic reporting, and honorable mention for environmental reporting and education reporting. Welker is a journalism graduate of the University of Connecticut and a former intern at the Hartford Courant. He lives in Worcester with his wife, Angela, and son, Theodore.

**TIM WHITE**  
WPRI-Providence  
TWhite@wprir.com  
timwhiteri

Target 12 investigative reporter Tim White joined the Eyewitness News team in September 2006. White is the recipient of four New England Emmy Awards for investigative reporting. He was honored for a 2010 series of stories probing government waste in Rhode Island. He won his second Emmy for 2012 coverage of Providence’s troubled pension system. A 2014 probe into a lack of accountability at a local fire district led to his third Emmy honor. A 2016 investigation that raised questions as to where a powerful state representative actually lived resulted in the politician’s indictment and was White’s fourth Emmy win. White is a co-author of “The Last Good Heist,” the untold story of a daring heist on a secret bank of safe deposit boxes used by members of the New England mob and their associates. A half-hour documentary on the Bonded Vault heist was also nominated for an Emmy. White and the Target 12 investigative team have also received several New England Associated Press Awards, including for their coverage of a drug ring in the Providence Police Department. In 2015 White won a regional Edward R. Murrow award for investigative reporting. White is the executive producer and host of WPRI 12’s long-running weekly current affairs program “News-makers.” He has moderated many live candidate debates and plays a key role in the station’s campaign coverage. In 2013 The Washington Post selected him as one of the state’s top political reporters. Prior to joining Eyewitness News, White worked in the Boston television market, most recently as managing editor at WBZ-TV, the city’s CBS affiliate. White received two Associated Press Awards for breaking news at WBZ and was also part of a team honored with several National Edward R. Murrow Awards, including for coverage of the 2006 New Hampshire floods and the tragic 1999 “Worcester Warehouse Fire” that claimed the lives of six firefighters. White also ran WBZ’s award-winning political unit during his time as managing editor. White serves on the Board of Directors for the New England First Amendment Coalition, a Boston-based group that aims to defend, promote and expand public access to government and the work it does. Born in Newport, he graduated from the University of Massachusetts Amherst with a degree in communications. He and his wife live in Rhode Island with their two children. No stranger to the field of journalism, White is the son of the late Jack White, the Pulitzer Prize-winning investigative reporter.

**BROOKE WILLIAMS**  
Boston University  
brookewilliams.de@gmail.com  
@reporterbrooke

Brooke Williams is an investigative journalist and professor who specializes in data-driven reporting and storytelling. As a visiting associate professor of the practice at Boston University, she teaches data journalism and other courses to undergraduate and graduate students. Williams currently is a contributor to The Intercept, where she and her co-reporters are utilizing machine learning to examine federal prosecutors nationwide. Her work has contributed to a Pulitzer Prize for Investigative Reporting, a George Polk Award and a Gerald Loeb Award, among many others. As a contributor to The New York Times in 2015, Williams co-authored the investigative series Think Tanks Inc. A year earlier, she was on a team that published a data-driven investigation on the front page of Sunday’s New York Times. She built a database and co-reported and co-authored that investigation, which was part of a package of stories that won the Pulitzer Prize for Investigative Reporting. Previously, Williams was an investigative journalism fellow for three years at Harvard University Law School. Williams began her career in January 2002 as a writer at the Center for Public Integrity, where she co-authored Harmful Error: Investigating America’s Local Prosecutors, The Buying of the President 2004 and Windfalls of War, an investigation into defense contracts that won a George Polk Award. She spent about five years on the watchdog team at the San Diego Union-Tribune, where she and her colleague were finalist for the Livingston Award for Young Journalists for stories examining how the city mishandled public land. In 2007, after wildfires ravaged San Diego County, her collaborative, prize-winning investigation into contractors the city hired to haul away debris resulted in a federal criminal probe and taxpayer settlement. In 2009, the year it launched, she joined the nonprofit investigative journalism group, newsost. In 2015, she joined the New England Center for Investigative reporting as a senior reporter and trainer before joining the faculty at Boston University in 2017.

**LISA YANICK LITWILLER**  
Hearst Conn. Media Group  
lisa.yanicklitwiller@hearstmediact.com  
@yanicklitwiller

Lisa Yanick Litwiller is the investigative systems editor for Hearst Connecticut Media and editor of the “At Risk” reporting project on sexual abuse connected to Boys & Girls Clubs across the country. A community journalist for two decades, she exposed corrupt school officials, investigated a religious movement deemed a “cult” by ex-members, highlighted resource and pollution issues and shared stories from countless county fairs. Over the years she has been a photojournalist, a community engagement editor, a writer and a radio personality, as well a journalism instructor at her Alma Mater, Central Michigan University.
The New England First Amendment Coalition thanks WBUR for its support of journalism in Boston and beyond.
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HADLEY BARNDOLLAR
Portsmouth Herald
hbarndollar@seacoastonline.com
hbarndollar

Hadley Barndollar is a reporter for the Portsmouth Herald in New Hampshire covering the Seacoast region and southern Maine. Focused on issues of social justice and equity in a narrative and investigative context, her interests lie in exploring neighborhoods, systems, and the diversity of human experiences. That transcends into her second hat as a humanitarian interested in urban anthropology, community development and civil rights. Barndollar is drawn to covering communities at the margins, and building resiliency through storytelling. She reports on poverty, the opioid crisis, racial and economic inequality, and immigration, as well as daily life in the Granite State. Barndollar believes journalism is a powerful tool to lift the voices of disenfranchised and marginalized people. She loves investigative long-form, audio stories, and neighborhood-based narratives. In 2017, Barndollar was named the New England Newspaper and Press Association’s Rookie of the Year. She has also won regional awards in health and investigative reporting. Barndollar studied journalism at the University of New Hampshire, and was born and raised in Massachusetts.

JESSICA BOTELHO
WJAR-Cranston
jabotelho@sbgtv.com
NBC10_Jessica

Jessica Botelho accepted a position as Digital Field Reporter with NBC 10 News in May 2019 after being hired as a web editor in February 2015. From 2015 to 2013, she was a Reporter and Online Content Manager for the Rhode Island Catholic, which is the official newspaper for the Diocese of Providence. Botelho also wrote for the Warwick Beacon, Cranston Herald, Johnston Sunrise and Prime Time Magazine, all community newspapers, from 2010 to 2013. Botelho was the Managing Editor for Lime Light Magazine, an online music publication that featured artists across Southern New England, as well as stars who were scheduled to perform locally, from 2008 to 2013. She graduated from Rhode Island College in 2005, earning a degree in English, with a focus in creative writing.

AMANDA BURKE
Fall River Herald News
aburke@heraldnews.com
aburkeHN

Amanda Burke is a news reporter at the Fall River Herald News, where she primarily covers police and courts. She previously worked as a news reporter covering the city of Fitchburg for the Sentinel & Enterprise. She earned her associate degree in arts and sciences in upstate New York before transferring to Boston University. While studying journalism at BU, she worked as a news writer and videographer for the student newspaper, “The Daily Free Press.” Before launching a career in journalism, Burke worked as a line cook for restaurants in New York and Boston.

SARAH CRAIGHEAD DEDMON
Machias Valley News Observer
mvnoeditor@gmail.com
sarahcraigheaddedmon

Sarah Craighead Dedmon is editor of the Machias Valley News Observer, a weekly newspaper serving Machias, Maine since 1852, and a freelance journalist focused on the industries and issues affecting Maine’s most rural coastline. Dedmon graduated from the University of Nebraska with degrees in History, English and French, and so began a career in sales. Fortunately, the Y2K era was in full swing and she fell into the tech industry, moved to Los Angeles, and met her husband while working with Sun Microsystems. Three years later they moved to Boston, and bought some land in Maine. In 2006 they moved to Dallas, Texas, where she continued in the tech sector before resigning in 2010 to be with their two sons. In 2012 Dedmon moved with her family to the home they built in Bucks Harbor, Machiasport, a thriving fishing village on Maine’s eastern edge. Once both of her children were enrolled in local schools, she began writing a column in the Machias Valley News Observer, which quickly grew to covering local news stories. When her editor suddenly resigned in early 2017, she naively walked into her publisher’s office with some helpful ideas. She walked out again as editor. During a frighteningly steep learning curve, Dedmon discovered she had a passion for the role of local newspapers, and a particular fascination with eastern Maine’s fishing industry. She now regularly contributes to The Fishermen’s Voice and the Island Institute’s Working Waterfront.

PAUL CUNO-BOOTH
The Keene Sentinel
paulcunobooth@gmail.com
PCunoBoothKS

Paul Cuno-Booth is a reporter for The Keene Sentinel, a daily in New Hampshire, where he focuses on courts and criminal justice. Before joining The Sentinel, he studied Arabic, lived in the Middle East and worked as an editor at a running magazine in Colorado.

LAURA DAMON
Newport Daily News
ldamon@newportri.com
LauraDamonNDN

A Rhode Island native, Laura Damon’s a 2013 graduate of the University of Rhode Island, where she earned a bachelor’s degree in journalism and anthropology. In December 2018, she earned her Master of Arts in history with a specialization in an-
thology and archaeology while simultaneously working as a reporter for the Newport Daily News, where she's been since April 2017. Damon is interested in crime scene investigation and criminal analysis, and in July took on the crime and breaking news beat for her publication. She has on-site bioarchaeology experience; in the summer of 2017, she inventoried and analyzed ancient human bones as part of the Maya Research Program in Blue Creek, Belize, to determine sex of the individuals, age-at-death and pathologies. Damon is also interested in forensic archaeology. When she’s not working, she enjoys reading (especially true crime books), lifting weights, and studying to become a single-engine airplane pilot.

HANNAH DICKISON
WPRI-Providence
hdickison@wpro.com  hannahdickison

Hannah Dickison is an Investigative Producer for WPRI 12's award-winning Target 12 team. Her work with Target 12 includes investigations into Rhode Island’s use of Red Flag laws, legal inconsistencies in marijuana policy and criminal activity committed by biker gangs. Prior to joining WPRI 12, Hannah was an assignment editor for ABC 6 in Providence. Hannah has been involved in investigative journalism since she first interned with NBC 4 New York's renowned I-Team. She has also worked for Connecticut’s CBS and NBC affiliates and spent three years working in public radio for WNYC and WHSU. She is a 2018 graduate of the University of Connecticut’s journalism program. She currently lives in Connecticut with her dog Tim.

KIMBERLY DRELICH
The Day
k.drelich@theday.com  kimberlydrelich

Kimberly Drelich is a reporter for The Day newspaper based in New London, Conn. As a town reporter, she has covered local news, including government, education, transportation, and features, for The Day since 2012. She also has worked at a literary agency and interned at The Record in New Jersey and The Norwich Bulletin in Connecticut. She is a graduate of the University of Chicago and the Columbia Journalism School.

LIAM ELDER-CONNORS
Vermont Public Radio
leconnors@vpr.org  lseconnors

Liam Elder-Connors is a reporter at Vermont Public Radio where he covers Burlington, the state’s largest city, Chittenden County and criminal justice. In 2018, he reported and co-hosted JOLTED, a five-part podcast about an averted school shooting. The podcast won a regional Edward R. Murrow and was named a finalist for the 2019 Livingston Award for Young Journalists in local reporting. He's originally from Vermont and studied journalism and music at St. Michael's College.

MEGHAN FRIEDMANN
Hearst Conn. Media Group
meghan.friedmann@hearstmediact.com  meg_friedmann

Meghan Friedmann works as a staff reporter for the New Haven Register, a daily newspaper that belongs to the Hearst Connecticut Media network. In April she began working on an investigation into child sexual abuse committed by employees, volunteers and others associated with Boys & Girls Clubs across the country. The project, titled “At Risk,” was published in August, but Friedmann is still researching follow-up stories. Her other duties include covering local news in three Connecticut towns, writing breaking news articles on Saturdays and contributing to enterprise stories. Friedmann is excited to share her experience filing records requests in states from Massachusetts to Alaska with other NEFAI fellows. She is also looking forward to learning from other reporters and hopes to gain skills that will help her beat nasty FOIA denials. Before starting at the Register in January, Friedmann had work published in the Providence Journal and KCRW Berlin’s “Omnified” section.

JO C. GOODE
Fall River Herald News
jgoode@heraldnews.com  jgoodeHN

Jo C. Goode is a news reporter at The Herald News in Fall River. She started her journalism career at the age of 40 at The Frontiersman in Wasilla, Alaska, as a police and courts reporter. After five years in Alaska she moved back to her home state of Rhode Island, where she worked at The Call in Woonsocket covering towns and ultimately returned to her first love of reporting on cops and courts. Goode took time off from the news business after taking a buy-out. She worked for four years with at-risk youth in employment and training. Thrilled to get back into journalism, she’s been working for the past seven years in the news rich city of Fall River, where she covers government and notably the young, indicted Mayor Jasiel Correia II.

ZOE GREENBERG
The Boston Globe
zoe.greenberg@globe.com  zoegberg

Zoe Greenberg is a general assignment reporter at The Boston Globe, which she joined in the spring of 2019. Before that, she worked as a researcher at The New York Times and an investigative reporter at Rewire, an online news site focused on reproductive health. She has covered MeToo scandals, women’s healthcare in prison, the booming blood plasma industry, and a fiery court battle over an herbalist brew. She grew up in Philadelphia and graduated from Yale and is now delighted to call Boston home.
Jo Kroeker is a reporter covering education for Greenwich Time in Connecticut, which is part of Hearst Connecticut Media Group. There, she has written state-wide stories on trends in anti-Semitism, bullying and tutoring, and local stories about the myriad of facilities problems in Greenwich Public Schools and the changing face of Catholic education. She is currently reporting on special education in the local public-school system. When she is not covering these topics, she enjoys writing about sustainability initiatives, new restaurants, the arts and interesting people. Before starting at Greenwich Time, she interned for a summer at The Fresno Bee, her hometown paper and the second-largest newspaper in California’s Central Valley, as well as The Detroit News, one of two papers serving the metro Detroit area. She is fluent in French, which she studied while living in Tours, France, for four months.

DAN LAMPARIELLO
WGME-Portland
danlamp9@gmail.com
@DanWGME

Dan Lampariello is currently a multimedia journalist as well as the weekend anchor at WGME-TV, the CBS affiliate in Portland, Maine. Since joining the team in 2016, Lampariello has helped investigate the treatment of pregnant inmates in Maine’s jails and prisons, covered one of the largest protests in Portland’s history and climbed the masts of America’s tall ship. Lampariello’s work as a multimedia journalist in Maine has also won him multiple Emmy awards as well as an Edward R. Murrow award. Before moving to Maine, Lampariello spent two years down south as a reporter and anchor for WBBJ-TV in Jackson, Tenn. While in West Tennessee, Lampariello worked the night beat covering breaking news and other high-profile stories that resonated across the country, including the discovery of Holly Bobo’s remains. Lampariello grew up in the small town of Dracut, Massachusetts and graduated from Suffolk University in 2014. While at Suffolk, he was part of the University’s award-winning news team “Suffolk U News”, covering the 2013 Boston Marathon bombings. While reporting on Boylston Street during the marathon, he captured one of the most iconic photos to come out of the tragic events. Lampariello has also worked for NECN, WHDH-TV, and Boston Magazine.

CHRIS MAYS
Brattleboro Reformer
cmays@reformer.com
@CMaysBR

Chris Mays is a staff reporter for the Brattleboro Reformer. He started his career there in 2012. He writes about municipal issues, court cases, land-use permits and more. Lately, he has been busy reporting on the Hermitage Club bankruptcy. The companies operating the private, members-only ski resort at Haystack Mountain have been experiencing financial struggles for several years now.

MARY McIntyre
New Hampshire Public Radio
mmcintyre@nhpr.org
@maryfmcintyre

Mary McIntyre produces New Hampshire Public Radio’s daily newsmagazine Morning Edition. Prior to joining NHPR, McIntyre produced and reported for public radio stations across the country. She studied journalism at the University of Missouri but spent most of her days in the newsroom of KBIA, an NPR member station where she worked as an anchor and editor.

ALEX NUTI-DE BIASSI
Journal Opinion
editor@jonews.com

Alex Nuti-de Biasi has been the managing editor of the Journal Opinion independent weekly newspaper since 2006. From an office in Bradford, Vermont, the newspaper covers approximately 20 rural communities across the Connecticut River Valley of New Hampshire and Vermont. The region lies at the crossroads of the Upper Valley, the Northeast Kingdom, and the White Mountains. Before community journalism, Nuti-de Biasi graduated from Vermont Law School. During his time at VLS, he was an editor for the Vermont Journal of Environmental Law and a mock trial team member. At Vermont Legal Aid in 2004, he advocated on behalf of low-income Vermonters with adverse health insurance outcomes and other health care challenges. A native New Yorker, he remains a Mets fan for some reason.

HAVEN ORECCHIO-EGRESITZ
Berkshire Eagle
horecchio@berkshireeagle.com
@HavenEagle

Haven Orecchio-Egresitz is a morbidly curious Massachusetts journalist who is passionate about government transparency and public records access. In 2017, she joined the Berkshire Eagle, where she now covers health care. Earlier this year, her investigation into a Williamstown nursing home exposed the neglect and abuse of its residents. The state has since moved to close the facility. Prior to joining the Eagle, Orecchio-Egresitz covered crime and courts for nearly five years at the Cape Cod Times. While there, she extensively reported on the case of Adrian Loya, a former Coast Guard’s Boatswain’s Mate who meticulously plotted his killing of a Bourne woman and ambush of responding law enforcement. Her storytelling, which began the moment the early morning gunshots rang out and concluded at Loya’s sentencing on the crimes three years later, has been featured in several documentaries. Orecchio-Egresitz is a New York native. She studied journalism and international relations at Suffolk
Justin Papp is a reporter with Hearst Connecticut Media Group covering education and general assignments for the Norwalk Hour, as well as arts and culture for Hearst’s Sunday Arts & Style section and housing issues statewide. Papp has been with Hearst for more than four years in a variety of roles. He was hired in 2015 as an editorial assistant at the Stamford Advocate. He went on to cover Town Hall, crime and education at weekly newspapers in New Canaan, Darien, Westport and Fairfield. He was hired at the Norwalk Hour in June 2018. In 2013, Papp graduated with a degree in English literature from the University of Connecticut at Storrs. In 2019, Papp won four New England Soci

Orrin Schonfeld has served for 14 years as the Assistant News Director at WPTZ/NBC 5 in the Burlington, Vt./Plattsburgh, N.Y. market. The station, which reaches almost 300,000 households, covers all of Vermont, into New Hampshire and northeastern New York. The South Burlington-based station works closely with other Hearst stations across New England. Growing up in the home of a working news person, Schonfeld was exposed to the excitement of covering news and witnessed firsthand the role journalists play in a democratic society. Having caught the news bug by age 15, he started working as a freelance still photographer shooting crime scenes and fires by riding along with a New York City based company “Action Movie News” as staffers shot video they’d sell to local television stations. A year later he had an official summer job with AMN as a video sound man. From there, during high school and college summers were spent working as a soundperson with the newly launched CNN until he was able to start picking up fill-in shifts on CNN’s New York Assignment desk. His career in New York continued with stints with several syndicated news magazine that failed to get any traction and survive more than a single season. Schonfeld then jumped at the opportunity to create a show from scratch when the 24-hour local cable news channel launched in the Washington DC area. During the ensuing four years Schonfeld honed his skills covering local news. Then it was on to a year that started with Fox News Edge and morphed into Fox News Channel when it launched in New York. Up next was four years at ABC News/NewsOne before heading back to Baruch College to earn a master’s degree in business journalism. It wasn’t long after wrapping his course work that Schonfeld joined NBC 5 in Vermont.

Nadine Sebai is the South Coast Bureau Reporter for the The Public’s Radio in New Bedford, Massachusetts. Her voice has been heard on NPR, KQED, KXJZ, BBC World, KPFA, and KALX. Most recently, she was the interim state government reporter at Capital Public Radio where she covered education and the Legislature. Prior to that, Sebai was an intern at KQED Public Radio for The California Report Magazine. She worked as a Producer/Researcher at AJ+ for Newsbroke, a political comedy show, and a reporter at AJ+ for Documenting Hate, the collaborative project launched by ProPublica. In May 2016, Sebai graduated from the UC Berkeley Graduate School of Journalism with a concentration in radio and investigative reporting. She received an Emmy-nomination for her work as Lead Researcher on Rape on the Night Shift, a PBS Frontline, Univision, Reveal, KQED, and Investigative Reporting Program collaborative investigation on sexual assault in the janitorial industry. She’s also received awards for her radio reporting, including a Mark of Excellence Award for In-Depth Reporting from the Society of Professional Journalists and a Reva and David Logan Prize for Excellence in Investigative Reporting. Prior to becoming a journalist, Sebai worked as an accountant for a top-rated mutual fund while attending the University of Miami. She also worked as an investigative analyst in Chicago, where she conducted background investigations on hedge-fund managers.

Gal Tziperman Lotan is a Boston Globe reporter covering police, courts, and how the criminal justice system affects people around the city. She previously wrote about homicides and public safety with a focus on data and courts for the Orlando Sentinel in Florida. She is a Northeastern University School of Journalism graduate who can write code (very slowly) in Python.

Cat Viglienzoni jumped at the opportunity to create a show from scratch and was promoted to its producer/reporter. “The Weekend” de-
buted in September 2013. She split her time between hard news and features in the “At Issue” and “Destination Recreation” segments, as well as enterprising her weekly “Sunday Science” series. In 2016, Viglienzoni moved to full-time reporting for the evening news, focusing on covering the news of the day, while also maintaining her interest in science news. In spring 2017, she accepted the promotion to executive producer and noon anchor. In spring 2018, she went back to her first love, reporting. Her current reporting focuses on public policy investigations and (still!) science news. She is also the primary fill-in anchor for the evening and morning newscasts.

**Patty Wight**

Maine Public Radio

pwight@mainepublic.org

@PattyWight

Patty Wight is a health and general assignment reporter at Maine Public Radio. She was introduced to radio at the Salt Institute for Documentary Studies in Portland, where she subsequently taught for several years. After freelancing for local and National Public Radio, Wight was hired at Maine Public Radio in 2012. She has won local, regional, and national recognition, including a 2018 Regional Edward R. Murrow award for a series on aging, a 2016 PRNDI award for a story about a man facing the end of his life, and a 2014 Sigma Delta Chi award from the Society of Professional Journalists for her coverage about an Ebola health worker who defied a quarantine. When she’s not holding a microphone, Wight enjoys good food, long hikes, and spending time with her family.

**Leah Willingham**

Concord Monitor

lwillingham@monitor.com

@LeahMWillingham

Leah Willingham is a reporter for the Concord Monitor covering health, education and the city of Concord. She graduated from Mount Holyoke College with a degree in English in 2017.

---

**How You Can Support NEFAC**

The New England First Amendment Coalition provides a unique opportunity for you to help keep government accountable and journalism thriving. NEFAC was formed in 2006 by a group of journalists concerned that citizens, to say nothing of reporters, are routinely denied access to the work of government. Our founders saw a need for a unified, region-wide organization that would speak in one robust voice throughout New England. With the support of individuals like you, NEFAC is making strides.

1. **MAIL**

   Please use the enclosed envelope to send a check payable to “New England First Amendment Coalition.”

2. **ONLINE**

   Visit [www.nefac.org](http://www.nefac.org) and click the Donate box in the upper right corner.

3. **BECOME A MEMBER**

   Become a sustaining member at [www.nefac.org/join](http://www.nefac.org/join) and receive exclusive benefits such as webinars, VIP access to events — and more!

*Thank you for supporting the First Amendment!*
Please nominate at least three professionals that could be active Fellows in a future New England First Amendment Institute:

(1) From Your Media Outlet or Chain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Media Outlet</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Contact Info (Phone, Email, Etc.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) From a Competitor or Neighboring Newspaper/Media Outlet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Media Outlet</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Contact Info (Phone, Email, Etc.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) Other (Not a Co-Worker, But Can Be a Former Classmate, Friend or Another Competitor)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Media Outlet</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Contact Info (Phone, Email, Etc.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A free press stands as one of the cornerstones of American democracy, and it remains essential to educating the public and holding the powerful to account.